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HEDGE FUNDS: GOLFER WITH FULL SET OF CLUBS 1 
Hedge funds come under the microscope in this week's edition of When The Bears Are out - Invest Wise, a Channel NewsAsia programme hosted by LIN XUELlNG I 

MR TIM PEACH FROM MAN 
INVESTMENTS, THE WORLD'S 
LARGEST LISTED HEDGE FUND 

Wbatisabed#efund? 
The description of hedge funds covers 
many, many different things. It's basically 
talking about a fund that has less regula- 
tion, which means it has a plus and a minus. 

The plus is that it has a freer hand 
to invest in a broader range of invest- 
ments. It has better opportunities to 

eyes wide open, look at the risk profile 
of the fund and its returns, and therefore, 
you might be able to avoid some of the 
headline risk associated with funds. 

Areweoto~atarisknowbrcrrrfbe 
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be slCpirg Bta rrcsrrirr? 
Well, the bear market is both good and 
bad for hedge funds. Good in the sense 
that hedge funds tend to do better than, 
say, mutual funds in a bear market b e  

make money throughout the broader cause of lower market exposures. 
range of investment environment. The Bad because investoxs may be forced 
downside is that there's less govern- to reduce their allocations to funds as 
ment regulation. So, it does leave itself their non-hedge fund portfolios are sav- 
open, to a certain extent, to misuse. 

I think there are a number of factors 
that make a hedge fund. The first one 
is the broader range of tools that they 
have to use. 

And now, you often use - comparing 
a hedge fund with a traditional manager 
mutual fund - is that a hedge fund is a IS 91 o pd i h  for an A s h  hestor to be MR MELVIN TEO, ASSOCIATE PR 
golfer who has a full set of clubs and a mu- - ot frrb? AT THE SINGAPORE MANAGEME 
tual fund manager is a manager who has It  is always a good time to invest in a VERSCir (SMU) 
one or two clubs - and I know which I hedge fund. 
would rather have my money on. There's always a role for hedge Ws 

mmey to get into a fwd? cation to hedge funds and a larger di- t m s  caught with their pants down. So, you 
need to be wary of those funds. Make 
sure the funds you are investing in truly 

ent hedge funds and we can manage all challenging environment - which we tacularly well or crash are long and short, and not just mas- 


